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Intensive forest management requires efficient logging techniques to remain economical.

Commercial thinnings and shorter

rotations increase piece count inversely to piece size.

Continued

research aimed toward effective log handling processes is essential.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate one case of a self-loading
log truck (integral loader and truck) working in various decking
configurations and piece sizes.

Data obtained by the multimoment time study method where analyzed
by multiple regression techniques.

Loading production rates were

determined from regression equations with the remainder of the total
loading time computed by averages from 90 observations.

Decking

configurations were compared on a productivity basis.

This study found excessive varation in loading times for large
diameter logs.

In small diameters, specific decking configurations

reduced total loading times up to 20 percent.

The results supported

decking parallel to the road when visibility was good.
decks was found to be significant.

Pre-sorting

Suggestions requiring additional

research were made to better quantify the study method and economic
limits.
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A CASE STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF LOG DECK
CONFIGURATIONS ON LOADING WITH A SELF-LOADING LOG TRUCK

INTRODUCTION

Loading is generally considered the least costly segment of the
total stump to mill harvesting process.

Its proportion of the total

cost is around 10% or less depending on the type of yarding.

This

proportioning of cost, however, is based on old-growth timber where
only a few logs are needed to build a full load.

With the rapid

depletion of our old-growth supplies, we can anticipate a decrease
in average log diameters.

As we intensively manage these forests

to meet higher timber demands, precommercial and commercial thinn.ings
will increase.

Values and volumes per log will be decreasing inversely

to the number of logs required to fill a log truck to capacity.
Conway (1976, table 19.1, p. 387) indicates that loading time per load

increases in direct proportion to the number of logs per load.

In

short, under these low value, low iiolume conditions, loading time will

become increasingly important.
Since their introduction in Oregon some 18 years ago (Briggs,

1974), self-loaders (integral loader and log truck) have helped to
make small woodlot and.commercial thinning operations economically
feasible.

Formerly, low volume conditions of this sort had been
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ruled out because of the relatively high fixed costs incurred with
the mobile-1oaders used on larger operations.

Ranchers, farmers,

and private landowners often have enough equipment to cut their

own trees and skid them to the landing, but feware equipped to
load them onto trucks.

Contract loggers working in these scattered,

low volume settings cannot fully utilize a mobile-loader due to
their low daily volume production and long distances between sides.

It is the high long-distance mbility and lower initial cost that
makes the self-loader attractive in these situations.

-

Despite cost and mobility advantages, the self-loader does
have some drawbacks.

Specifically, it has a shorter effective reach

and lower gross lifting, capacity than most mobile-loaders.

Some of

these inadequacies can be alleviated with theassistance of the
skidding machine used in the yarding and/or decking process.

Unfortunately, the skidding machine is often doing another job at
the time of loading, or, worse yet, is not present at the logging
site.

Considering these problems, one must address the question:

"How does the log deck configuration (i.e. average log size, distance
to the road, slope, angle of approach, etc.) affect the self.1oaderts
efficiency?"

It is the purpose of this study to take an in-depth

look at log decks and their interaction with self-loading in an attempt
to answer this question.
Previous Studies

To date, only a few reports have been published that discuss
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the-efficiency of self-loader production as related to log deck
configurations.

Numerous.studies have been made in the Scandinavian.

countries comparing self-loaders with independent loaders during
the total haul cycle from, the wocids to the mill.

three of

However, only

these studies have directly addressed loading and deck

configuration interactions.

Vestad (1971) made an analysis of

loading methods using a self-loader on tree-length Noniay Spruce
(Picea abies), comparing only the angle of decking.

The results

indicate, for tree-length logs, that decks at angles between 20
and 45 degrees are loaded faster than decks that are parallel
to the road (Figure 1).

Vestad (1971) and Konnie (1976) both

commented on problems encountered with space (horizontal distance

to swing logs around), small deck volumes, lining all logs in the
deck even with the edge of the road, and the limited reach of the
self-loader.

Larson and Permalm (1975) studied deck presorting

(sawlogs from pulpwood) versus no sorting, and its influence on
self-loader and independent loader production.

At the 95 percent

level of significance, they found sorting not to be a significant
factor in loading time.

The resulting regression equation of this

study was as follows:

L = 0.88(v) - 38.8(D) +29.4
Where:

L = load time in minutes
V
volume per load in cubie meters
D = dunixny variable

1 if independent loader
0 if self-loader
R2 = .54
n = 57

cubic meter = 35.31 cubic feet

4

Figure 1. Vestad's (1971) comparison of decking angles
on tree-length loading.
Method A shows logs parallel
to the road. The top was loaded first and then the
butt-end was walked on. Method B shows logs decked
20 to 45 degrees to the road. Two to three bunk logs
were loaded first by method A, then the remaining logs
were pivoted over the existing load.

5

Rasmusson (1976) also compared self-loaders with independent loaders,
but only working on pulpwood decks.

His study. concluded that sorting

does make a difference; however, no statistics are given, nor does
he define the basis for sorting.

6

OBJECTIVES

The specific objectives of this study are:

To identify and quantify factors of log deck configurations
on which the self-loading process is dependent.
To provide an analysis of production rates during the loading
segment of a self-loading log truck.

7

PROCEDURES
Scope

Tree Farm Stewards, contract loggers for Oregon State University, worked in numerous areas of the Paul Dunn and McDonald Forests
throughout the study (Figure 2).

Douglasfir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)

comprised 93 percent of the logs sampled; the remaining 7 percent was
Grand fir (Abies grandis).

Three stages of harvest:

first and

second commercial thinnings and the final clearcut, .were represented
in the study (Figure 3).

Average log diameters per load ranged from

6.5 to 38.0 inches (16.51 to 96.52 centimeters)2.

Average log lengths

per load ranged from 17.0 to 36.8 feet (5.18 to 11.22 meters)3 (Figure
4).

The volumes per load ranged from 288.0 to 785.6 cubic feet (8.16

to 22.25 cubic meters)4 (Figure 5) and the number of logs per load

ranged from 3 to 72 (Figure 6).

All log scaling was done by the

Columbia River Log Scaling and Grading Bureau.5

The Loading System
The term self-loader is generally accepted in the logging
industry to mean an integral loader and log truck combination.
Specifically, self-loaders are of two design types - cable, and
the more common hydraulic.

A Crown Super 3000-W hydraulic loader

21 inch = 2.54 centimeters

3l.foot = 0.3048 meters

cubic foot = .02832 cubic meters
5Columbia River Log Scaling and Grading Bureau
P.O. Box 1121 - Eugene, Oregon 97401
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A) mounted on an International Transtar 4300 tractor

Appendix

B) was the machine combination used as the basis for this

Appendix

The log truck was equipped with General bunk and trailer

study.

assemblies connected by a Peerless Hop-On reach attachment (Appendix B).
Net highway6 payload for the self-loader ranged between 46,000 and

44,870 pounds (20,870 and 20,350 kilograms7) depending on fuel
supply.

The owners, Tree Farm Stewards of Philomath, Oregon,

provided the use of the self-loader and an experienced operator
throughout the study.

Tinte Study Method

Time was selected as the dependent variable for studying
self-loaders since it is equally related to man and machine
performance (Sinner, 1973).

It can be measured accurately with

simple tools and is the foundation of production rates and costs.

The objective of time study analysis is to determine the number
of minutes that a qualified, properly trained, and experienced

person should take to perform a specific task when working at a
normal pace (Barnes, 1968).

The format of time study analysis was the Multimoment or
"Dot-dash tally" method.

Sinner (1973) states this method has

several advantages over other methods that make it useful for

6

Oregon
78,000 pounds (35,380 kilograms) gross weight based on 48 feet (14.6 meters) between front steering axle
and rear trailer axle (ORS 483.524).
pound = 0.4536 kilograms.
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logging studies:

It is convenient for one man to do all the timing,
It is adapted for long observations, for studies with
many elements, and for activities that are very short,
It is relatively easy to record time data,
No calculations are needed to obtain times for activities.

Field data sheets were set up for recording time and field
measurements (Figure 7).

A time interval of 0.1 minutes was

selected due to ease of observation on a decimal-minute stopwatch.

Every 0.1 minute an observation was recorded for the activity
that was occuring at that instant.

Note that the exact length

of each activity is not recorded.

From July 5, 1975 through August 26, 1976, 90 highway truck
loads selected from 183 separate decks were observed and recorded.

The Loading Cycle and Influencing Variables

Total loading time was divided into two main categories productive times and delay times.

Productive time was defined as

the time required to performregular activities that occurred in
nearly all complete loading operations, and delay times were
defined as irregular activities that occurred at random.

In addition,

independent variables, which were believed to influence the dependent
variable, load time, were measured during the study.

The following

describes the break-dom of these categories into the measured
elements.

-
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Productive Activities
Unload trailer - the process of detaching the trailer constraint
cable, unloading the trailer, inserting all the bunk and reach
pins, and stretching-out the reach to the desired length.

This

activity starts with the setting of the truck's parking brake and.
ends when the operator steps up the idle for power-take-off (PTO)
operation.

Set-up loader - the operation of engaging the hydraulic pump to the
PTO, mounting the loader, and removing the loader from its storage
position.

The activity ends ihen the loading grapple touches the

first log.

Loading - the successive removing of logs from the deck and loading
them into the bunks.

Any time spent sorting logs by size of species

was included in this variable.

This activity ends. when the boom

is swung over its storage position (straight ahead) or when the
operator begins to perform another activity, as in the case of a
delay or moving.

Moving - the act of moving the truck to a new supply deck during a
single loading operation.

It was timed from the instant the operator

left his seat on the loader until he returned (Figure 8).
Store loader - the process of storing the hydraulic pump, and reducing
the engine's idle speed.

This element was timed from when the loader

was swung over its storage position until idle-down was completed.

Binders - the procedure of securing the loaded logs with binding
cables, and chain hinders, removing bunk and compensator pins, and

17

Figure 8.

Moving the truck between supply decks.
Note the orientation of the.truck relative to the
log deck in the lower left-hand corner.

Using the loader to limb a nearby
Figure 9.
Bigleaf Maple which reduced visibility.
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branding the loaded logs.

Binders was time from the end of "store

loader" until the truck's parking brake was released.

Delay Activities

All delay activities were timed from the instant the operator
ceased work on a productive function, as previously defined,until
he returned to the same or another productive function.

Delay

activities were divided into two subgroups - operational and
equipment.

Operational delays were activities which were independent

of the machine itself.

Any delay that directly involved the self-

loader was considered an equipment delay.

Operational Delays
Bucking (B)8 -

the process of sawing and possibly measuring decked

logs to produce acceptable lengths.

Redecking (D) - the regrouping of logs for future loading operations
(could be for that specific load or for a different load).

Limbing (L) - The process of knocking off limbs with the loader or
chain saw.

This delay was applied to clean the decked logs or remove

brush to facilitate operations (Figure 9).
Measuring (N) - the use of a bucker's tape to measure the decked logs
in order to obtain a uniform length load to meet mill requirements
or to measure the loaded truck for compliance with legal height or
length limitations.

8Coding used on field data sheets (Figure 7).
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Slash removal (R) - the removing of slash and excess debris from.

This activity was accomplished with loader

the log deck or bunks.
r by hand.

Weight (W) - the process of checking the truck's electronic scales
to ensure a legal load (Figure 10).
Equipment Delays

Out-r.iggrs (1) - the process of readjusting the out-riggers which
may have shifted during operation due to dynamic loading.

Loader service (2) - any time during the total loading operation that
corrective mazintenance was performed on the loader.

Truck service (3) - any time during the total loading operation that
c.orrective maintenance was performed on the tractor or trailer.

One additional variable (Other (0)) was also timed during the
study.

Operator's personal delays, preventive maintenance, and

any previously undefined delay times were recorded here.
Independent Variables

Measurements that defined the decking configuration and its
relationship to the self-loader's orientation were also collected.
Discrete variables were identified by the observer.

The continuous

variables were measured with a bucker's tape (fifty feet), a protractor
(360 degrees), and a clinometer (percent).

The precision for each

measurement was distance to the nearest foot, angle to the nearest
30 degrees, and slope to the nearest percent.
the variables analyzed.

The following defines

20

4lj

STpjy

£

5'

-

Figure 10.
Top-operator checking weight of payload to
insure a legal load. Bottom-the electronic scales. Note
the three positions to check truck, trailer, and total
weights.
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Deck number -

the number of the deck which was timed for all or

part of a single loading process.

The field data sheet (Figure 7) had

spaces for up to five different decks per load.

Sorted and non-sorted (S-NS) - the classification of deck structure.
A sorted deck was one in which virtually all the logs of one deck
or the top layer of a larger deck were loaded in a single setting.
Sorted decks were composed of a uniform timber type or size.

A non-

sorted deck was one that did not meet the above specifications as
identified by the observer.

Top (T) - the height of the deck, measured from the road surface
to the highest log touched during a single loading operation
(Figure 11).

Bottom (B) - the height of the deck, measured from the road surface
to the lowest log touched during a single loading operation
(Figure 12).

If the deck bottom was below the road surface it

was assigned a negative value.

Slope (%) - the angle at which the average plane of the deck was
oriented, relative to a horizontal plane.

This variable was measured

parallel to the deck's longitudinal axis (Figure 13).

Side (R-L) - the side (right or left)of the truck on which the source
deck was located, as viewed from the tractor looking towards the
trailer.

Distance (D) - the horizontal distance from the side of the loader

to the edgeof the deck's face.

In the event of a non-uniform deck

face or a zero degree deck angle, the distance to the nearest edge

22

BEFO1E LOADING

ROAD SURFACE
Figure 11.

Measurement of the top of the deck.

AFTER LOADING

POAD SU1FACE
Figure 12.

Measurement of the bottom of the deck.

Figure 13.

DECKED LOGS

AVERAGE PLANE
OF DECK

HORIZONTAL PLANE (Q0/)

The measurement of the slope of the deck.

ROAD SURFACE

cLIN0ME TEIR

SLOPE 0/0
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of the deck, perpendicular to the longitudinal axis at the loader's
mounting, was measured (Figure 14).
Distance forward (D') -

the horizontal distance from the center of the

loader to the furthest log handled - measured at the deck face
Figure 14).

see

This variable was either positive or negative depending

upon the truck's orientation to the logs handled.

Deck angle (.) - the horizontal orientation of the deck relative
to the truck's longitudinal axis.

Figure 15 illustrates the definition

of this variable.

Number handled

(I/H) -

the total number of logs directly acted upon

during one operation on a single deck.

Number loaded (#L) - the actual number of logs loaded from a deck
during a single operation.

The surrounding area of the loader's setting was of interest
only when an obstruction influenced normal operations (.Figure 16).

The location of such an obstruction was measured by the following three
variables.

Figure 17 further depicts these variables.

Space horizontal distance (H) - the distance measured horizontally
from the center of the loader to the obstruction.
Space vertical distance (V) - the height of the obstruction.

This

variable was measured vertically from the road surface to the impeding
element.

Space angle () - the horizontal angle to the obstruction - measured
as shown in Figure 17.

25

DECK LOCATION

FURTHEST
FORWARD
LOG
HANDLED

fD

MEASURED HERE

DECK FACE

Figure 14.

Measurement of deck location with
variables D and D'.
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900

DECK. ANGLE

Figure 15. Measurement of the variable Deck angle (4.).
The same orientation of angles follows for a deck
located on the left side.
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Figure 16.

Nearby tree impeding the loader's swing.
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SPACE
I

OBSTPUCTON
SPACE
ANGLE

90o

1800
Figure 17. Measurement of space variables for obstructions:
horizontal distance (H), vertical distance (V), and angle (i.).
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DATA ANALYSIS

Basic Time Study Results

As the first step in evaluation of the data, I calculated
arithmetic means for all the independent variables for each deck
sampled.

The mean values of these variables give an average deckirg

characteristic for all the decks sampled

(Table III, Appendix C).

Average values yield important information in describing a data base;
however, they are of little value unless the distribution of the sample

is knom.

Frequency distribution histograms of the continuous

independent variables listed in Table III are included in Figures C 1
through C 17 (Appendix C).

Histograms were not plotted for the three

space variables due to their small sample sizes.

The mean values of the dependent variables are the time requirements for each element of the total loading cycle under the average
decking conditions (Table III, Appendix D).

The frequency distribution

of each variable is included in figures D 1 through

D 9 (Appendix D).

Total data averaged 50.3 minutes (with delays) for a completed load.

Forty-six percent of this was time accounted for by loading
ing for loading

,

Prepar-

hauling and moving accounted for 39.4 percent,

Delays used up the remaining 14.6 percent.
Sample Size Required for Estimation

The study's sample size established a relative level of precision
at which the data could be statistically evaluated,

The test (Dixon and
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Massey, 1969) used a tolerance equal to the precision of the time
measurement (0.1 minute) and a 95 percent confidence level (c<

.05).

Since the population variance was unknown, it was approximated by
the sample variance.

Variances in loading tÈne, as measured by the study method, are
intuitively a function of the number of logs loaded from a deck.

Therefore, to evaluate the difference in loading time (e.g., 3 logs
loaded vs. 30 logs loaded), I transformed loading time per deck into
loading time per load, by dividing the former by the number of logs
loaded per deck.

This transformation permitted the evaluation of

183 deck configurations by the average loading time per log from each
deck.

The sample size required to meet the aforementioned specifica-

tions was 1081 decks.

Thus, my sample size (183 decks) was not

sufficient to test at the desired level of confidence.

Since the degree of variance per log was too great, another
influencing factor was considered.

The previously mentioned log

diameter distribution (Figure 3) suggested three broad diameter
groupings,

If the larger diameter logs taxed the loader's perform-

ance more than the smaller diameter logs, additional sources of
variation could be accounted for,

By dividing the source decks into

three diameter groups - small logs (less than 16 inches in diameter),

medium logs (equal to, or greater than, 16 inches in diameter, and less
then 32 inches in diameter) and large logs (equal to, or greater than,

32 inches in diameter), I could test the effect of log diameter as a
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source of variation in loading time.

Resulting sample sizes for this

division were 91, 86, and 6, respectively.
the large log class was 8517 decks.
medium log class was 1061 decks.

The sample size required for

The sample size required for the

The sample size required for the small

log class was equal to the measured sample size, 91.

As a result of this analysis, I concluded that the study method
was not sensitive enough to test the medium and large log classes.
However, the sample size test indicates that the method was adequate
for log diameters less than 16 inches.

Therefore, the remainder of

the analysis focused only onthe small log class.

Tables I and II

list the dependent and independent variable averages with their
standard deviations for the small log diameter class.
Regression Analysis

The general procedures for all regression analysis in this study

followed the same formt.

First, a hypothesis was formed containing

all possible variables thought to influence the dependent variable,
The backstep, followed by stepwise, procedure in the SIPS (Statistical
Interactive Programming System) computer subsystem of Oregon State
University was used for testing the importance of each independent
variable involved.

All regression coefficients were tested at.

the 95 percent level of significance (cC=' .O5).

Once the significant

variables were identified, construction of each regression model was
91n the regression analysis:
*indicates.the 95% level of significance
**indjcates the 99% level of significance
NSE = mean square error
n = sample size
b0 (Y intercept) is included only if it was significantly
different from zero at the 95% level of confidence or greater.
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Table I.

DISTRIBUTIONS OF PRODUCTIVE AND DELAY TIflS FOR 91 OBSERVATIONS
IN SMALL LOG DECKS.
Percent of
Ave. Total
Time

Average
Time
Productive Times

(minutes)

Standard
Deviation
(minutes)

Unload Trailer

5.1

8.6

1.1

Set-up Loader

1.3

2.2

0.5

Loading

31.3

52.7

13.2

Moving

3.1

5.2

2.9

Store Loader

1.4

2.4

0.1

17.0

1.8

Binders

10.1

Total Loading Time
(delay free)

52.3

88.1

Backing

1.2

2.0

2.9

Redecking

0.5

0.8

0.6

Limbing

1.3

2.2

1.9

Measuring

0.3

0.5.

0.4

Slash Removal

0.3

0.5

0.3

Weight

0.5

0.8

0.4

Outriggers

0.2

0.3

0.2

Loader

0.1

0.2

0.3

Truck

0.7

1.2

1.3

Miscellaneous

2.0

3.4

2.0

59.4

100.0

-

Delay Activity

Total Loading Time

* influenced by deck configurations.
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Table II. AVERAGE DECKING CHARACTERISTICS 1'OR SMALL DIAMETER LO(S BASED ON 91 OBSERVATIONS.

AVERAGE

ITEM

Number of decks per load

STANDARD DEVIATION
1.3

2.0

Average log length

27.9 ft.

Average log diameter

10.3 in. (26.2 cm)

(8.5 m)

3.2 (1.0 m)

2.5 in.(6.4 cm)

Horizontal distance (D)

3.9 ft.(l.2 in)

1.9 ft. (0.6 m)

Horizontal distance (Dt)

7.4 ft.(2.3 m)

6.0 ft.

33 degrees

Deck Angle (4.)

48 degrees

Deck slope

-1.0 percent
(1.2 m)

Top of deck (T)

4.1 ft.

Bottom of deck (B)

0.3 ft. (0.1 m)

8.3 percent
2.7 ft.

20.0 logs

18.6 logs

Number loaded per deck (L)

14.9 logs

13.2 logs

Number of Observations

Sorted decks (5)

47

Non-sorted decks (NS)

44

Right side loading (R)

37

Left side loading (L)

54

(0.3 in)

1.0 ft. (0.3 m)

Number handled per deck (I/H)

Discrete Variables

(1.8 m)
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done by considering the levels of significance of regression coefficients,
the multiple correlations between variables involved, and my logical
evaluation of the variables to be entered in the.model.

Time estimated

by each regression equation is in minutes to load a log from a deck
configuration as defined by the regression's independent variables.

The purpose of the regression procedure was to test the influence
of the independent variables:
diameter (AD)

10
,

average log length (AL)

10
,

average log

distance (D), distance forward (D'), deck angle (4),

slope (%), top (T), bottom (B), side (R-L), and sorted and non-sorted
(S-NS) (see procedures), on the dependent variable, loading time per
log.

A regression analysis, following the previously mentioned format,

was employed to quantify the significance of the corresponding
regression coefficients, as identified by a two-tailed "Student's tit
test.

The
H0:

resulting regression equation follows:
loading time per log. (minutes) = f(AL,AD,D,D',4.,%,T,B,R-L,S-NS)

Loading time per log (minutes)=+.057034 (average log diameter (AD))**
+.19967 (side (R_L))*
+.29194 (sorted and non sorted (S_NS))**
Where:
R-L = dummy-variable
1 if right
2 if left
S-NS = dummy-variable
1 if .sorted

2 if non-sorted
= .2805
MSE = .1717
n = 91
R

2

10averages per load taken from the scale tickets.
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The estimated loading time per log increased as log diameter
increased, if the deck was loaded from the left-side, and if the
deck was not sorted-.

Twenty-eight percent of the variation in loading

time per log is explained by these variables.

Longer loading times for

larger log diameters can be explained by the additional mass associated
with the larger logs.
for two reasons:

I believe heavier logs were moved more sloily

1) Since the system has a constant power source

supplying a consistent force (F), with increasing mass (m) the
acceleration- must decrease according to Newton's second law, F=ina;

and 2) The operator proceeded with more care when operating on larger
logs for personal safety reasons.

However, relating this to total

load time, the influence of longer loading times per log for larger
diameters is partially counteracted by the fewer number of logs
required to complete a load (Figure 18).

Logs were loaded faster from

the right-side than from the left-side due to visibility.

Figure 19

shows the relative position of the operator to the log deck.

Sorted

decks were loaded faster as less time was required to pick th.rough
the deck to obtain the desired species and./or log size.

In an attempt to make the study more useful, I further divided
the data into groups to test the influence of pooling the two discrete
variables (sorted versus non-sorted decking, and right versus left
side loading).

Such a division was justified by the occurrence of

these variables in the previous regression equation.

Their significance

inferred pooling the data for these groups could dilute the effects of
the other independent. variables on the dependent variable.
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Figure 18. Number of logs per load expressed as a function of the average log
diameter (inches) per load for the total data base.
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V

-

-

14

-

Figure 19. Partially loaded truck as viewed from the
rear.
Note the location of the operator gives added
visibility for right side decks.
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The first division, of the small log data group, was into sorted
(n=47) and non-sorted (n=44) decking configurations.

Following this,

I tested each division's variance for.the desired precision.
respective sample sizes required were 22 and 133.

The

Therefore, I could

only test the sorted configuration with a regression analysis.

The

resulting equation follows:
H0:

loading time per log (minutes) = fCAL,AD,D,DT,,%,T,B,R-L)
+.030837 (average log diameter (AD))*
+.15718 (side (R_L))*
+.079138 (bottom (B))*
R-L = dummy-variable
1 if right

Loading time per log (minutes)

Where:

2

2ifleft

R = .2258
MSE = .0481

n=47
The estimated loading time for sorted decks increased, as
described before, with larger log diameters and left-side loading.

Additionally, a new variable, bottom of deck (B), was found to be
significant at the 95 percent level of confidence.

The positive

value of its regression coefficient indicates that a lower deck
height, after loading, decreases loading time per log in sorted decks.
There are, however, limitations in the loaders operating range (Appendix A)
which inhibit loading from decks less than -5.0 feet (-1.5 meters) below
the road surface.

Furthermore, the data base had no values for bottom

(B) less than - 4.0 feet (-1.2 meters) to test the influence of extreme
conditions.

The second division of the small log data group was into right
(n=37) and left (n=45) side loading subgroups.

Again, a test of sample
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variance was performed to quantify the sample size necessary to meet
the desired level of significance.

The right-side subgroup required

a sample of 34 observations, indicating a regression analysis was
justified.

The left-side subgroup, however, required a sample size

of 117 observations and thus was not considered for further analysis.
The regression model follows:

H:

loading time per log (minutes) = f(AL,AD,D,D'.4,%,T,B,S-NS)

Loading time per log (minutes)= -.024525 (average log length (AL))*

+.04924 (average log diameter ())**
+.00326 (deck angle (.))*
Where:

+.29873 (sorted and non-sorted (S_NS))**
S-NS = dummy-variable
1 if sorted
2 if non-sorted
2
R = .5099
MSE = .0486

n=37
In addition to the expected occurrence of the variables average
log diameter (AD) and sorted and non-sorted (S-NS), two new variables,
average log length (AL) and decking angle (i..) entered the model at

the 95 percent level of significance.

These four variables explain 51

percent of the variation in loading time.

The increase in loading time

per log as a function of larger diameters and non-sorted decking configurations still follows the prior reasoning.

A negative regression

coefficient for the variable average log length (AL), suggests longer
logs are loaded more rapidly.

This relationship contradicts the

aforementioned longer loading times associated with an increase in
mass due to log size.

I believe, however,- shorter loading times for

longer logs can be correlated with the time spent to position the logs
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in the bunks.

Long logs have a predetermined location in the bunks

while shorter logs can be positioned either aft or forward to more
evenly distribute the weight.

It is beyond the scope of this study

to differentiate between time spent loading and maneuvering logs within
the bunks.

The positive regression coefficient for deck. angle (a..)

(Figure 15) indicates larger deck angles can be associated with longer
loading times on right-side decks.

Longer loading times for larger

deck angles may be related to the additional time required for the
loader to swing the log from the deck to the truck.

From conversation

with the operator during the study and the outcome of Vestad's (1971)
research, I believe that decks parallel to the road are optimal only
for specific conditions of right-side decks,

For other decking

situations such as left-side decks and larger mean diameters, I
consider decking angles between 30 degrees and 60 degrees to be
desirable.

A left-side deck, say at 45. degrees, could be loaded

faster if the increased visibility added loading efficiency which
outweighed the additional time required to swing the added distance.
In a final attempt to derive meaningful relations from the data,
I considered a further subdivision of the small log base.

Since both

right-side and sorted decking subgroups had large enough samples to
evaluate statistically, I
effects on the regression.

segregated these groups to eliminate their

The resulting division was right-side

oriented sorted decks composed of an average log per load less than
16 inches in diameter (n=23).

An analysis of the variance for the

required sample size specified a sample of 21 observations.

The regression
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analysis yielded:
H0:

loading time per log (minutes) = f(AL,AD,D,D',L,%,T,B)

Loading tune per log (ininutes)= +'. 66915**

2

R = .6407
MSE = .0210
n = 23

+.0038122 (deck angle (L))**
+.15361 (top (T))*
.

Sixty - four percent of the variation in loading time per log is

explained by these two variables.
deck angles increase loading times.

As formerly indicated, larger
The expected variable, average log

diameter (AD), did not occur; however, in its place was top (T).

As

previously indicated by the related measurement, bottom (B), higher
decking conditions increase loading times.

Furthermore, since average

log diameter (AD) did not enter the model, I considered possible interactive effects between average log diameter (AD), bottom (B), and top (T).
The regression was rerun with the transformations AD x B, AD x T, and
B x T introduced individually.

No improvement in either the. R2 or

mean square error disclosed that these transformations were not helpful
in explaining variation in the loading time per log.

However, the

relatively close explanation of variance induced by these transforina-

tions indicated that the occurrence of average log diameter (AD) in the
previous regression models was also related to decking height.
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DISCUSSION

Since self-loading was a one-man operation, there were no distinct
signals, such as whistles, which could be used as activity dividers.
By definition, loading was timed from the touching of the first log
until:

1) the boom was swung over its storage position; 2) the operator

left his seat in the case of delays; 3) the operator used the loader for
some delay function.

I observed the self-loader used to limb logs in the

deck and limb nearby trees for space requirements, to remove slash from
the deck or loaded logs, to redeck logs for some future loading operation,
and to load selected logs on the truck.

However, during the defined load-

ing time it was difficult to identify whether the operator was moving a
log to get a better grip on it (influenced by decking angle, height,

distances to the deck, log size, or the wrong end facing) or just
jarring the deck to ob.tain a clearer view of the logs available for
loading.

Furthermore, the defined loading time included any time spent

positioning the logs in the bunks, a function which was totally unrelated
to decking configurations.

Log deck construction was often a highly random process,

Logs

were brought to the landing and positioned in the deck with little concern for the loading operation.

1 mean to imply not that the source

decks during the study were poor in relative quality, but that the
study had no control over the way logs were decked.
gathered by species, length, or diameter.

Some logs were

This variation was measured

subjectively with the discrete variable, sort

non-sort,

Since different

road networks allowed for deck construction on either or both sides of
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the road, any side preference of the operator was measured with the
discre.te variable, side (R-L).

The independent variables -are end point measurements and can be

only used to locate the outside geometry of the log deck.

I consider

the variables top (T), bottom (B), distance (B), distance forward (B')
to fall into this category.

To test the influence of decking configura'-

tions on the loading time per log by such measurements cannot truly
identify optimal parameters, only restrictive ones.

For example, the

measurement of decking height by top (T) and bottom (B) does not
identify the actual location of each log 'loaded but rather a bounded

plane of the deck face in which the end of the log was located.
Production Rates

As indicated earlier, I concluded that only a small portion of the
data base could be statistically analyzed at the desired level of
precision.

From this limited base, I have found that larger diameters

increase loading times per log.

This may be a function of the change

in mass associated with larger diameters, or the operator's slower
manipulation for personal safety reasons, or some direct but not strong
relationship to decking height.

Considered separately, decking height

was also found to influence loading time.

The positive regression

coefficient of decking height,.either measured at the bottom or top
of the deck, implies that lower decks reduce loading times per log.
This may be a result of increased visibility and/or increased space
in which the logs could be maneuvered.

A negative regression
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coefficient for average log length (AL) suggests that longer logs
are more efficient to load.

I believe longer logs have a more

predetermined longitudinal location within the bunks than short
logs.

Therefore, less time is spent positioning long logs to

distribute their weight.

The final stages of the statistical

analysis found smaller decking angles for right side, sorted decks
to also reduce loading times per log.

For these special conditions,

one can imply that the increase in efficiency is due to shorter swing
distance.

In all cases of the analysis both sorted and right-side

decks were found to have lower loading times per log.

As stated earlier, the regression equations predict the loading
time per log in minutes.

To obtain an estimate of total loading time,

one must multiply the resulting time per log, for a specific decking
configuration, by the number of logs per load (Figure 18) and add
the average values of the other productive and delay times,

By using

the mean values for the study (Tables I and II) and varying the
independent variables individually, the influence of decking modifica-

tions on the total loading time can be compared.

An evaluation of the

first regression equation (page 33) for the effect of sorted and
non-sorted (S-NS) and side (R-L) decking configurations on the total
loading time follows:
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Predicted loading time per log 10.3", right side, sorted) =
(AD

1.08 min./log

Number of logs per load (figure 17)

Loading time per load

x

29.0 logs/load
31.3 minutes

=

Sum of average productive (excluding
loading) and average delay times (Table I) =
Total loading time (AD = 10.3", right side, sorted) =

.+

28.1 minutes

59.4 minutes

By following the same procedure, the three remaining decking combinations
were calculated:

Total loading time
10.3", right side, non-sorted)
(AD

=

67.9 minutes

Total loading time (AD = 10.3", left side, sorted)

=

65.2 minutes

Total loading time (AD = 10.3", left side, non-sorted)

=

73.7 minutes

When logs were sorted, the total loading time was reduced

13 percent.. Rightside decks reduced total loading time 9 percent.
Together they accounted for a 20 percent reduction in total loading
time.

It is beyond the scope of the data to evaluate the remainder

of the regression equations by this procedure.
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SU?{ARY

I studied the influence of decking configuratjons on the
production rates of a self-loading log truck,

This project and analysis

was based on 90 loading operations with the same self-loader and
operator,

The inultimoment tixne study method was used to obtain data

needed for the configuration analysis.

The load-process was divided

into 6 productive activities and 10 delay activities,
Productive

Unload Trailer
Set-up Loader
Loading

Store Loader
Binders
Moving
Delay

Bucking
Redecking
Limbing
Measuring
Slash Removal

Weight
Out-riggers
Loader Service
Truck Service
Miscellaneous

Independent variables thought to influence the loading times were
identified and measured during the total loading operation.
Number Handled
Number Loaded
Number of Decks Per Load
Horizontal Distance to Deck
Horizontal Distance to Loader
Decking Angle
Deck Slope
Top of Deck
Bottom of Deck
Space Constraints
Right Versus Left Side Loading
Sorted Versus Non-sorted Decking

A test of sample size required for estimation indicated large
amounts of variance in. the given sample,

A transformation from loading
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time per deck to loading time per log quantified the variance.

Division

of the data base by diameter classes further reduced the variance to
an acceptable level.

In decks containing logs less than 16 inches

(40,6 centimeters) average scaling diameter, loading sorted decks from
the right side of the truck was found to be more efficient than either
loading .non-sorted decks or loading from the left side of the truck.

Smaller diameter logs were also found to reduce loading times per
log, however, this is counteracted by.the larger number of logs required
to complete a load,

In addition, long logs were loaded faster due

to less time spent positioning the logs within the bunks.

Further

subdivisions of the small log group by sorted and right side decks
suggests that lower decking heights and smaller deck angles also
reduced loading times per log.

The time study results showed that the average time to complete
a load from decks containing logs less than 16 inches (40.6 centimeters)
average scaling diameter was 59.4 minutes.
52.7 percent of the total loading time.

Loading was involved with

Preparing to load, preparing,

to haul, and moving accounted for 35.4 percent.

Delays accounted for

the remaining 11.9 percent of the time.
It was found total loading time was reduced by:

presorted

decks (13 percent), right side loading (9 percent), and presorted
right side decks (20 percent).
To test the. validity of the data and obtain information for

more general use, additional studies should be made under different
conditions.

Further studies should evaluate the following suggested
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modifications to the methods of study, the self-loader and the
economics of self-loaders to improve the overall operation:

Decking configurations should be evaluated on an individual
log basis to tnore clearly define a log's location within
the deck.

The control of decking conditions could reduce the amount of
time necessary to test the spectrum of configurations.

Machine modifications, such as a heel bar (Figure 20), on
the jib section could reduce loading times for small logs.

There is a breakeven relationship between moving distances
and the volume of logs in a deck.

For low deck volumes,

it may be less expensive to redeck. the logs into larger

decks with a tractive machine rather than have a self-loader
move to pick up scattered decks.

There is a breakeven distance for hauling with a self-loader.
The total cost for hauling with a conventional log truck.

loaded by other methods could be less than for a self-loader
due to lower payloads.
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FIgure 20.

Jib mounted heel bar used to maneuver small logs.
Note that this modification was not made until
after the study.
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CROWN SUPER 3000-W SELF-LOADER
Loading Range:

Lifting Capacities:
8 ft. (2.44 in.) Boom
12 ft. (3.66 m.) Boom
16 ft. (4.88 m.) Boom
21 ft. (6.40 m.) Boom

Radius
Radius
Radius
Radius

21,000
13,500
10,000
7,500

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

(9,525
(6,123
(4,536
(3.402

kg.)
kg.)
kg.)
kg.)

Boom Length (Knuckleboom):
12 ft.

(3.66 m.) main boom & 9 ft. (2.74 m.)
21 ft. (6.40 m.)
jib section

Rotation
Stabilizers (Hydraulic Butterfly-type)
Cycle Times (Boom Rotation)
Hydraulic System:
Maximum Pressure
Pump Capacity (Tandem)
Oil Tank Capacity
Installed Weight (approx.)

(continuous)

14 ft. (4.27 m.) wide

5 rev, per mm.
2

2,000 psi. (13,789 kN./m. )

each 30 gpm. (144 1./mm.)
65 gal. (246 liters )
6,500 lbs. (2,948 kg.

)

APPENDIX A

SELF-LOADER SPECIFICATIONS
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Figure Al.

Self-loader shown in. stored position.

Figure A2.

Self-loader shown in operation.
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Figure Bl,

Owner

L

r

-

-

Tractor - 1973 International Transtar 4300.

Tree Farm Stewards

Wheel Base - 240 Inch (610 cm)
Engine - Cummins

Model NTC-350

Total empty weight1 (without loader) - 25,500 pounds (ll?567 Kg)
Total empty weight' (with loader) - 32,000 pounds (14,515 Kg.)

'Full fuel, oil, water, and hydraulic fluid supplies,

APPENDIX B

LOG TRUCK SPECIFICATIONS
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Figure B2.

Trailer - 1974 General, Model SIC Log 4.

1

Figure B3.

--

-.

-.

;.I'

Reach Assembly - Peerless, Hop-on Model.

._...;'
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Table III.

AVERAGE DECKING CHARACTERISTICS FOR 183 DECKS

IT EM

Number of decks per load

AVERAGE
2.1

Average log length *

28.5 feet (8 .7 meters)

Average log diameter*

17.7 inches (45.0 cm)

Horizontal distance (D)

4.2 feet (1 .3 meters)

Horizontal distance (D')

6.0 feet (1 .8 meters)

Deck angle (4)

45 degrees

Deck slope (%)

-2.5 percent

Top of deck (T)

4.8 feet (1 .5 meters)

Bottom of deck (B)

0.6 feet (0 .2 meters)

Number handled per deck (1/H)

Number loaded per deck (#L)

12.7 logs
9.3 logs

Space angle (4.)**

195 degrees

Space horizontal distance (H)**

28.0 feet (8 .6 meters)

Space vertical distance (V) *

12.5 feet (3 .8 meters)

DISCRETE VARIABLES

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS

Sorted decks (5)

86

Non-sorted decks (NS)

97

Right side decks (R)

62

Left side decks (L)

Histograms occur earlier In text.
*:Based on 10 observations.
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APPENDIX C

Frequency Distribution Histograms of
the Continuous Independent Variables
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Figure Cl.

Distribution of the number of decks required to complete the load.
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Figure C2.

Frequency distribution of horizontal distance (D) - units in feet.
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Frequency distribution of horizontal distance (D') - units in feet.
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Figure C4.

Frequency distribution of deck angle () - units in degrees.
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Frequency distribution of deck slope (%).
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Figure C6.

Frequency distribution of top of deck (T) - units in feet.
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Frequency distribution of bottom of deck (B) - units in feet.
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Histogram of the number of logs handled from a deck.
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Frequency distribution of the number of logs loa4ed from a deck.
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Frequency Distribution Histograms of
the Continuous Dependent Variables
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Average Loading Time in Minutes and Percent by Activity
for 90 Loads.

Table 1111.

(minutes)

Percent of Ave.
Total Time

Unload Trailer

5.0

9.9

Set-up Loader

1.2

2.4

23.1

45.9

Moving

2.8

5.6

Store Loader

1.4

2.8

Binders

9.4

18.7

42.9

85.3

Bucking

0.7

1.4

Redecking

0,3

0.6

Liinbing

1,7

3.4

Measuring

0.5

1.0

Slash Removal

0.2

0.4

Weight

0.6

1.2

Outriggers

0.1

0.2

Loader

0.3

0.6

Truck

0.9

1.8

Miscellaneous

2.1

4.2

50.3

100.0

Average Time

Productive Activity

Loading*

Total Time (delay free)

Delay Activity

Total Loading Time
(including delays)

*influenced by deck configurations.
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Figure Dl.

Frequency distribution of time to unload trailer.
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Frequency distribution of time to set-up loader.
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LDI9Nt4E TIME PER LUI9D

Frequency distribution of loading time - units in minutes.
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Frequency distribution of moving time per load.
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Figure D5.

Frequency distribution of time to store loader.
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Figure D6.

ZIINUTES 111

LflRD PER LLIHD

L

Frequency distribution of time to bind the load, brand the logs,
and prepare for hauling.
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11KE PgR LL1FD iN MINUTES (DELHY FREE)

Frequency distribution of total time per load (delay free).
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Frequency distribution of bucking delay.
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Figure D9.

Frequency distribution of redecking delay.
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Frequency

distribution of limbing

delay.
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Figure Dli.

Frequency distribution of measuring delay.
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Frequency distribution of slash removal delay.
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IN MINUTES

Frequency distribution of weighing delay.
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IN MINUTES

Frequency distribution of outrigger delay.
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Frequency distribution of loader service delay.
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Figure D16.

TRUCK SERVICE TitlE PER LI]RI>

IN MINUTES

Frequency distribution of truck service delay.
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Frequency distribution of miscellaneous delays per load.
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Frequency distribution of total loading time per load.
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